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Dungannon and Armagh
2017-19
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Introduction
While the sport of cycling has boomed over the past decade,
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cycling as an everyday activity continues its steep decline
(opposite). Journeys by bike in NI have remained at 1% [Travel
Survey for NI, Headline Report 2016-2018] for the last 10 years.
Research focuses on adults, predominantly in the 16–64 year
bracket. To increase the % of people who cycle, primary and

happening.
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However, there is little research or evidence why this isn’t

Research:
In 2018-‘19 we contacted primary and post-primary schools in the
Armagh/Dungannon area gauge how cycling compared with other
activities/sports offered to pupils.
This would help to identify:
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• current cycle activity at primary and post-primary school;

• resources and capacity within school to deliver cycling as an activity;
• awareness of cycle equipment/facilities/opportunities locally;
• demand & willingness to work with other agencies.
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• barriers preventing schools offering cycling as an activity;
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post-primary schools seem the most obvious place to start.
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GB Cycle Traffic Estimates 1949–2014 (https://www.cyclinguk.org/statistics)
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POST-PRIMARY

2965 PUPILS

3557
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TOTAL PUPILS

PRIMARY

592 PUPILS

1. SAMPLE AREA

32%

6 schools* in the Dungannon and Armagh area
were surveyed. Three secondary schools

SCHOOLS IN AREA

located in Dungannon/Armagh and three rural
HSC Bike Pods

MTB Trails

Greenways

GIRO d'ITALIA

primary schools situated in between.
This represents approximately 32% of schools in this area and 1% of
the entire school population of Northern Ireland [opendatani.gov.uk/
group/education].

FIVEMILETOWN

The map (opposite) identifies schools, cycling infrastructure** and
cycle facilities available to schools at the time. They include:
•

Southern Health & Social Care Trust's Bike Pods based in
Loughall Park and Dungannon Leisure Centre - where bikes and
equipment can be borrowed;

DUNGANNON
•

Mountain bike facilities in Fivelmiletown and Craigavon*** Lakes
(operated by Mid Ulster and ABC Councils respectively);

CRAIGAVON

LOUGHALL

•

Greenways and walking/cycle routes.

Armagh City hosted the Giro d’Italia in 2014 - the 2nd largest cycling
event in the world. We were interested to track any cycling legacy
as a result of the Giro in local schools.
* Schools surveyed in Jan ‘18

ARMAGH

* *Dungannon has traffic free sections on the Earl's Trail.
Loughall has 6km of walking/cycling paths
*** Gosford & Davagh MTB facilities have subsequently opened.
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2. ACTIVITIES

SOCCER
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Schools were asked about the activities they

ATHLETICS
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offered at school to compare this with cycling.
SWIMMING

WALKING

2

specific sport played. It mentions “…improve their skills of handling,
hitting and kicking…” so sports like netball, basketball, football, GAA
sports, cricket, rugby are natural fits.
Athletics, games, dance, gymnastics and swimming are named
activities, so it was predicted they would feature.
Some sports lie on one side of the cultural divide or the other. Some
schools offered cricket but not GAA and vice versa.
The 16 most popular school activities were chosen plus cycling.
We asked:
• do you provide the activity;

Number of schools offering activity

The CCEA curriculum (CCEA, 2020) isn’t prescriptive about the
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NETBALL

HURLING
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BASKETBALL

RUGBY
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4
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C.C. RUNNING
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CAMOGIE

2

3
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DANCE

(ZUMBA/IRISH)

• how many hours per term;
• do you provide specific equipment for the activity;
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• does the activity offer opportunity for away trips/matches etc;
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GYMNASTICS
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• do you provide a specific area for activity (pitch/gym/court etc).
Example

C.C. RUNNING
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5 schools offered the activity;
T wo offered 1-5 hrs per term, one 5–10 hrs and two 10+ hrs per term;
0 provided equipment;
4 provided away trips;
Two provided specific areas at school for the activity.
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more popular
Number of hours
provided per term

1–5hrs

6

1

TENNIS

CRICKET

HOCKEY

5–10 hrs

CYCLING

1

0

1

0

1

less popular
Do you provide specific
Does activity involve
away trips/out of school
sports equipment

Is there a specific area

for activity (pitch/gym)

10+ hrs

Results are ranked by popularity, top to bottom and left to right
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CYCLING

0

1

0

1

1 primary school offered 1–5 hrs cycling per term, no equipment,
no away trips & dedicated space.

15
PUPILS

8

0.5%
OF SCHOOL
POPULATION

3. CYCLING LEVELS
Cycling ranked bottom in terms of:
• schools offering the activity;
• hours offered per term;
• opportunity for away trips;
• equipment provided.

Summary:
• 1 primary school offered cycling as an activity;
• 1-5 hours per school term;
• no equipment was provided;
• no away trips were offered;
• the school had suitable/specific area for the activity.

The 1 school was contacted to clarify:
• cycling was only offered to primary 7 students in final term;
• cycling only offered as part of Cycling Proficiency Test (Bikeability);
• training was carried out by school principal;
• activity was dependent weather;
• the school used the playground (tarmac) for the activity.

This school had 15 pupils in the primary 7 class that year.
15 pupils represents 0.5% of the sample total (3557) who were
offered cycling as a school activity.
0 secondary schools offered cycling as an activity.
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4. LOCAL FACILITIES

MTB Trails

The 6 schools were asked about cycling

Fivemiletown (Blessingbourne) and Craigavon Lakes?

infrastructure/facilities/opportunities in their
local area.
MTB trials offer exciting, safe cycling with professionally designed
trails catering for novices and the more experienced. Both
Blessingbourne & Craigavon are long established trails with
instructors and equipment hire. They are perfect for a day/half day
school trip.
The Health and Social Care Trust's Bike Pods were rolled out
across 6 sites in the Southern Health trust in 2014. Pods are
essentially a large shipping container containing around 20 bikes,
helmets, hi-viz jackets and some spare tubes and tools. The
scheme is jointly run between:
• Public Health Agency (PHA) who fund the scheme;
• Southern Health and Social Care Trust who co-ordinate the scheme;
• Local councils who site the cycle pods on their property;
• Cycling Ireland who train and insure the cycle leaders.

The Pods are located in Dungannon, Loughall, Banbridge, Newry,
Scarva, Portadown and are free to the public to use.
The Pod in Dungannon is located 1–2km of 5 secondary schools.

1. Is your school aware of the Mountain Bike (MTB) facilities at

3
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3
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2. Has your school ever used these facilities?

Bike Pods
1. Is your school aware of the Southern Health Trust’s “Bike
Pods” located in Dungannon and Loughall?

2
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4
6

2. Has your school ever used this equipment?

* Davagh Forest (Mid Ulster) and Gosford Forest (ABC) MTB facilities have subsequently
opened.
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5. CYCLE CULTURE
The 6 schools were asked questions to
determine if cycling was an unpopular activity

5. What % of (pupils + staff) currently cycle to school - a rough
estimate is fine?

1-5%

2

0%

4

5. Do you think it’s safe for pupils to cycle to your school?

2

4

or overlooked as an activity.

6. Would your school be interested in providing cycle training or
1. If you do not offer cycling as an regular activity to pupils – why?
• “Never thought about the activity”;

activities for your pupils or staff?

4

2

• “Lack of staffing and expertise and equipment budget”;
• “We offer the Cycling Proficiency Scheme to pupils in P7”;
• “No time; inconvenient for pupils to bring bikes to school”.

7. What activities would you be interested in?
Beginner training: basic bike skills in playground:

• “It's not something we've ever done and would need qualified staff

4

to take it on - equipment would also be an issue”;

Advanced training: on-road training - skills to cycle in traffic, cycle

• “Lack of equipment and guidance”.

to school.

2. Would your school like to offer cycling as a regular activity?

Off-road: mountain biking, cyclocross, BMX skills in an off-road
environment:

2

4

3
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Road cycling: group cycling, longer distances on open roads:
3. Would your school travel to a Mountain Bike (MTB) facility or

1

Velodrome (Track cycling) if one was near by?

5

1

4. How often would you use this facility?
Weekly:

1

Monthly:

2
2

School trips:
12
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6. THE BARRIERS
The survey showed that 99.5% of children
(aged 4–18) at the 6 schools questioned were
given no opportunity to cycle. However, 66% of
schools thought it safe to cycle to school and
66% would like to offer cycling as a regular

99.5%

Pupils not offered cycling
as an activity

66%

Schools would like to offer
Cycling as an activity

activity .
Summary
• 99.5% pupils not offered the opportunity to cycle
• 0% of secondary schools offer cycling as an activity;

• 66% would like to offer cycling as an activity;
• 83% expressed interest in using local MTB facilities;
• 66% expressed interest in cycle training;

66%

Schools interested in
cycle training

• 66% expressed interest in different cycling disciplines;

From the survey 2 main barriers were identified.
1: lack of expertise and guidance;
2: lack of equipment.

83%

14

Schools interested in
Using MTB facilities
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7. PILOT PROJECT
DISCOVER YOUR TOWN was designed to
remove both barriers and focussed specifically
at secondary school where there was no cycle
activity or active cycle programs in place.
Drumglass High*, St. Patrick's Academy and St. Patrick's College all in the Dungannon area - agreed to take part in the pilot.
The Southern Health's Bike Pods, situated at Dungannon Leisure
centre were used for equipment, Dungannon's Earls’ Trail (Urban
Greenway) was used to explore town parks & shopping areas
linking up with main arterial roads in Dungannon.
The project began in May 2019 over 6 weeks as follows:

DIS COVER
YOUR TOWN
BY BIKE

with short, social cycles on a mix of local roads,
bike paths and off-road cycle paths.

Week 1: playground activities - evaluating cycle ability;
Week 2: greenway cycle - building confidence;
Week 3: greenway + quiet country roads - building fitness;

contact
info@cycul.cc www.cycul.cc/pages/
discover
facebook/cyculcc

Week 4: country roads and short town sections - exploration;
Week 5: tour of all Dungannon's parks, Greenway, town centre etc;
Week 6: school trip mountain biking at Craigavon Lakes - away
day.
*Equipment was transported via trailer & van as school was slightly farther away.
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Drumglass High School, discover the Earl's Greenway, Dungannon

St. Patrick's Academy discover Craigavon Lakes MTB Trails, Craigavon

St. Patricks College, discover Windmill Wood, Dungannon

Presentation with St. Patricks College, St. Patricks Academy, Drumglass High with
Mid Ulster Mayor Clement Cuthbertson, Dungannon
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CYCLING

3

3

3

3

3 secondary schools offering 5–10 hrs cycling per term, providing equipment,
dedicated space & away trips

CYCLING

0

1

0

1

1 primary school offering cycling, 1-5 hours per term, no equipment, no away trips.
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9. RESULTS
In 6 weeks cycling went from 17th (last place) to
the 10th place - as popular as Basketball,
Rugby and Camogie
35 children took part from 3 schools;
54% male | 46% female
No drop-outs (schools or children) over the 6 weeks;
All local cycling infrastructure in Dungannon was used;
All equipment available in Dungannon Bike Pods was used;
All schools expressed interest in future cycling projects.
Both the staff and pupils had a fantastic experience. The diverse nature of our group,
made up of many EAL and newcomer students, may have provided an issue for
some but Cycul delivered an experience that was both fun and inclusive. I can say
without doubt that it helped many of these newcomer students to establish
friendships and connections with other classmates. I would highly recommend the
Cycul initiative to any other schools and fully supportive of its expansion onto school
curriculum
J. Hoines, Drumglass High School
…pupils really enjoyed the exercise and seeing parts of Dungannon that many of
them had never seen before … you have encouraged the young people to get out on
their bikes again and given them the confidence to cycle further than before …we
would like to repeat the scheme and I have no hesitation in recommending it to other
schools…
J. Kelly, St. Patrick's Academy Dungannon
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KEY FINDINGS

CONCLUSION
If we want to produce more cyclists – in the same way we might need to
produce more engineers, software developers, plumbers, electricians etc – we
need to nurture them at an earlier stage.
The better an activity is resourced and supported the more successful it
becomes. By increasing resources and support at 3 secondary schools,
cycling levels rose significantly in 6 shorts weeks – by using limited but existing
resources in a creative way and without waiting for cycle lanes to be built.
Cycle culture is created by encouraging more people to cycle. Segregated
cycle infrastructure will undoubtedly induce more cycling. However, the lack of
infrastructure shouldn’t hold us back. The demand is there, we need to meet it.
Active, independent travel should be seen as a life skill and placed at the
centre of education. Focusing on young people who are about to enter work or
3rd level education means they will always see cycling as a viable option - not
something alien or dangerous - cycling culture is already ‘baked in’.
If we want to achieve an increase in cycle journeys in the short/medium term
we simply need to use more imagination, creativity and collaboration to
squeeze much more value from our current, limited resources. Raising cycle
journeys above 1% for the first time in a generation is easily achievable but only
if we change our approach.
CYCUL, September 2020.
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CYCUL is a not-for-profit, social enterprise, established in 2010 to promote
cycle culture through events and projects.
CYCUL have designed and organised successful cycling projects – such as;
•Lap the Lough
•Ride on Belfast
• Boreen
• The Fréd Festival
• The Fréd Awards
• Ciclovia Belfast
• Bike the Blackwater
Cycul are a Cycling Ireland "Cycle Promotions Group" and work with the
governing body to promote cycling.
Discover your Town by Bike was funded by Cycul with support from Mid
Ulster Council, The Northern Ireland Executive & T:BUC.
©CYCUL 2020

www.cycul.cc
info@cycul.cc
@cyculcc
T: 028.87.78.45.24
M: 077.17.35.32.68
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